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Out Of The Rain
Jessi Colter

OUT OF THE RAIN: JESSI COLTER with Waylon Jennings & Tony Joe White
(Tony Joe White) 4/4 - 94

|%   |: Repeat the previous Chord and Measure of 4-counts.

INTRO: |A    |D    |A    |%    |%    |D    |A    |%

VERSE 1:
          |A    |D
Out of the rain,
         |A       |%
under the shelter.
          |%        |D
I ve been  so  long,
                   |A     |%
where the sun don t shine.
               |%           |D
Standin  at the cross-roads,
                    |A    |%
could ve went either way.
            |%         |D
But now I ve found you,
                   |A    |%
and the storm is be-hind.

CHORUS:
          |E                |%
Out of the rain, (out of the rain).
          |D                |%     |
Out of the rain, (out of the rain).

A    |D    |A    |%

VERSE 2:

        |A    |D
Over the wall,
              |A    |%
I m out in the open.
           |%          |D
Back on the right track,
              |A    |%
I m feeling no pain.
          |%       |D
You took a Sparrow,
                       |A      |%



and let it fly with the Eagles.
           |%         |D
I can see a long ways,
                 |A    |%
I can feel love a-gain.

CHORUS:

          |E                |%
Out of the rain, (out of the rain).
          |D                |%           |
Out of the rain, (out of the rain, yeah).

A    |D    |A    |%    |%    |D    |A    |%

VERSE 3:

           |A    |D
There was a time,
               |A         |%
I was taking no prisoners.
               |%          |D
Standin  with a cold heart,
          |A            |%
standin  a-lone (all alo-ne).
            |%          |D
It took your sweet love (sweet love),
                     |A      |%
to pull me out of the canyon.
                    |%                       |D
I believe that I can make it now, (I can make it, yeah),
           |A    |%
I feel I be-long.

CHORUS:

          |E                |%
Out of the rain, (out of the rain).
          |D                |%           |
Out of the rain, (out of the rain, yeah).

A    |D    |A    |%

          |E                |%
Out of the rain, (out of the rain).
          |D                |%          |
Out of the rain, (out of the rain, Lord).

OUTRO:

|A    |D    |A    |%    |%    |D    |

|A    |%    |%    |D    |A    |%    |



|A    |D    |A    |%    |

|E    |%    |D    |%    |

                  / (Break)
A    |D    |A    |A
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